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The H-Bomb and the Scientists 

The public discussion of the issue of the H-bomb at the time of 

this writing !s not in a very satisfactory s&&te The information 

available to the public consists in some criptic remarks made by Sena td))s 
,, ,. t/ 

Jdmxmqxii:Jl"Dm whom we may assume .. Ml8' :W:hWied,r. 
"' I • 

columnists and science writers whose information 
, I 1 

and party from guesses, ~fjnally, we have the statemez:tt of the 
~ . . ~ 

President, instructin5 the Atomic Energy Commission to pursue the 

development of H-bombs/~lon5 with all oth r atomic weapons:V 

Of alL the misleading ini'orma tion with which the public has to 

cope, the President's statement is not the least misleading one. For 

it implies that H-bombs are just another atomic weapon. Jn & SQg~e, 

~h mie;!tt- ve1;y weli be true for the f~rsfl B-o-on,bs to be bun:t~ea ~$ 

-~Jut if we want to understand what the declsion to develope 

H-bombs means, we have to *ocus our attention not on the first H-bomb hhat 

~J.l be developed, but on the~ one-.6 , ~ ~ 
/ /H ~7~ e: 1 • /1 . .,r 

Among the naiurally occurring light elements, the obvious candidate 

I 

I 

fof a the~uclear reaction is heavy hydrogen. This substance is 

contained in ordinary w~ and it is~ procure~ Z/o~~~.~ 
~ ~.a:.~e pos of detonating 

heavy hydr quantity that is limited o the size of the 

contained has been pursuing physicist as a 

many years in the past.~ntil. such a bo 

certain 
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In a sense, this might 8Y very well be true for the first H-bombs built 

which might be used to burn up cities or blow up .orts, or even be used I ,·, 
as a ~ea~oa~. we5pon ift ea~•le against major troop concentrations. 

f 
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For many years in the past, scientists have been pursued by the 

nightmare that it might be possible to detonate heavy hydrogen in theoretical~ 

unlimited quantities, that is, in quantities limited only by the size of the 

container which is used for its storage. Bombs of this t,ype, if they are 

ver,y large, can not be del ivered deep inside ene~ territory and if we aee 

engaged in a war which we do not know how to win otherwise, we shall be 

strongly dempted to use such bombs in a different manner.~f ~ H-bomb 

is detonated, its explosion is accompanied by the emmission of neutrons. 

These neutrons will be absorbed by the nitrogen of the surrounding\ air 

and produce radio active carpon. The neutrons which move downward will 

also be local~ absorbed and make the area destroyed by blast and fire ~ 
~/J. tr, /u 

radio-activef . These natur~g~l.J ~fee s of the 'jfbomb, we shall 

disregard in the following as comparatively unimportant. important 

is that anNlbomb can be so rigged~ as , to produce a large amount o~ 
~/-: l..,j,.,.-1 , ~ P---)~ " (' .1. . 
in±e~e readio-active elements which~ dis~s~in the air and 

which will be carried by the trade winds westward and ·N8i~ma~t be 

deposited as radio-active dust over a vast area of "enemy" territory. 
~ ,' -A large number of natural elements amgag waies we een~e; b~come 

Each has 
radio-active elements if they absorb a nuetron. 

/'~ L , 

lfx~ of them Dill a 

characteristic ~ within which the activit,y falls to half of its 
~,..~ 

original value and in thi lfspectt,; we can take our choice. The one 
~~· ~ ; (~.- ~ ) ,... - ..... - ·H 

which we choo~e;tn the construction that will per~it this element to 
~- '·· p ~~~-.... ~--. .... --

absorb a large ffaction of the neutrons liberated in the explosion of 
· JA ~ < .L ~/ the A'f"bomb. .Assumi~st..Jn a war with Russia, we1aetonate such bombs( 

west of the Iron Curtain, w~ ha'fe ;te ).oig u'£;U~ombs with an element 
I 

that will sup_.ly sufficient coarse dust so that we can be sure that the 

dust will settle over Russia before the western winds circling the 

globe reach our west coas~. If we can this, we could rig 

the bomb with an element that may have a lifetime of a few months of 

even years. If we were to rig ourj1-bombs with a radio-active element 
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which does not settle out as a dust within the first few thousand miles of 

· \ its flight, then we would have to choose a radio active element which 

.. 

would dec~ so fast that ~ the time it reaches aur west coast, the 
I 

effects of its radiation will become comparative~ harmless. Any 

graduate student can figure out that the radio-active dust that will be 

produced in h-bombs in which a total of 20 tons of heavy hudrogen was 

burned if it were to settle uniformaly over an area 1500 miles wide and 

1000 miles deep, stretching from the North Sea to the Adriatic and from 

the Elba to the Ural• Mountains, would upon decaying give individuals 

living in the territory a radiation dose which the,y could not survive. 

I of no one aa:f who in t11,ese critical months preceding the 

President's decision to give the ~o-ahead decision onh-bombs suggested 
' 

that h-bombs should be used in this manner. I have little doubt that 

if this ~pe of use were at .all mentioned it was rejecte~ on moral 

grounds. But does this offer us any guarantee against the possiblili~ 

that we shall use the bombs in precisely the manner described abovef 

It is well to remember that if there was any moral issue on which all 

Americans were united before the last war, it was the issue of the 
I 

erial bombing of cities, bring the warfare to civilians, the killing 

of women and children. Before the war, public opinion on this issue 

was clear~ and firm with no voice dissenting and President Roosevelt 

no more than voiced this public opinion when he warned the beligerants in 
I 

Europe in 1959 to refrain from this find of warfare. et once we ourselves 

were in the war, we began to use jellied gas bombs against the cities 

of Japan, burning and maiming millions of Japanese. The decision to do 

this, if an explicit decision was ever made, was an administrative decision. 
, 

The AmericB.n~ we e not consul ted. The policy of w&.oins this kind of warfare 

against Japan was not publicly anounced. Only very gradua.J.q did the 

American people become aware of wba t was going on and tqere was no 

vigorous protest voiced at any time. The atomic bombs were dropped on 
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Hiroshima and Negasaki at a time when the outcome of war hung no longer 

in balance. The fear of losing the war played no part in the decision 

to use these bombs and again there was no vigorous protest. ~oon after 

I~ the Potsdam declaration, a warning was issued ot Fnth"Jess bg~a5 ef , - , 
· twelve Japanese cities which were listed b,y name. Hiroshima and Nagasaki 

were not among them. This was not due to aey malice on our part; it was 
there 

due to lack of coordina tion. But it is no reason to believe that lack 

of coordination will play aey lesser role in any future war than it did 

in the last war~ ~ se of the atomic bombs against Japanese civiaXilians 
~ t-t-

was ~ supported byt arguments the end saved lives 

f or llfxtiul so · the argument ~' it necessary to invade 

Japan if we hadn't ended the war by means of atomic bombs wkickxwigkt 

~BXRI~WBIK~ and one million soldiers, &gth Americ&~ aaa J~~&fteee 

might have perished in such an invasion e atomic bombs killed 

only a few hundred thousand civilians, so using them saved lives both 

Japanese and America.~his is not the place to examine whether the 

premise upon which this argument is based is correct &ad whether it is 

£rue that an inv~sion would have been necessary to end the war a ain~ 

Japan. It is not a premise, it is the nature of the argume pon which 

we ~us our attention at this juncture. No one can deny that 

America is a peace-loving country. Only after long hesitation and 

~aesti• much 

~ ' . 
no aifficulty in adjusting themselves to a double standard of morali~, 

~I "~fJI e '\Ail u21 wJ::ra b tm; no:Zlt! tse:lllll 

The shifting from moral considerations to question of expediency is accompanied 

smoothly, m~rely by shiftin~ the attention 
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~ 

Thtb shift~ ot"late.i~...wo~Wel'ElJ~1:4i' 

~;~accomplished during 

the Am~rican people 

the war smoothly arrd almost unnoticed.In war time ~ 

are in the ha. •py position not to have to take any .....J,;; :/ 
~H-.;. ..,,#( ~ ,6~ ~~-

~~rildiXO ~military ,..~ responsibility 
1/ 

decisions. The 
I ~ 

responsibility for military decision lies with the / _ ~ 
~ ... L ,J.~~~ 

Commander-in-chief~~ President of the United State~ might be from 

a moral point of view no better or worse than the res t of us •lit ,»eeaus-
' u_ 

~~~~e:::l::R!1~:--teetr~~d:'e---.i:!i-¥1~-JJURje;;s;~is likely to 

resolve ~~conflicts on the basis of expedienc, in the narrow sense 

of the term. His human instincts might tell him to do otherwise, but the 

wa'--he interprets his mandate, he will feel that "as President of the 

United States" he cannot foldew thos& ins'U:nets.- .e.4.... ~ • 
a.q / ' 

In peace time, American is a democracy ae~ &~are ~~~~the 

Western European countries, England for instance. But experience has 

~ 
shown that in war time, ~ ndminisbtatlon is to a much greater expent 

~&~ 
under the influence of the military ~han~ocracies, ingland 

for ins~nce. 

in the 

shortest possible time, which meant invading Europe across the channel. 

· ~ •• Q 

1f N;~h~ed in the American political system to eft89QPsg& the= to 

~ the next war, if i;QQr'i is Q&e, the the military influence 

on the Government will be any weaker in America; on the contrar,y, there 
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reason to believe that it will be stronger. Crucial decision will be 

made from the short-range military point of view rath ~r than from the 
~ 

long range political point of view, and this ~be all the more 

so the more difficult our military and strategic position will be in 

the war. Surly the ob of fie:;hting a victorious war against Russia will , ~~ 
be a much more dif icult one tha~~ghtiD6 a victori us war against 

Japan. 
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If we entangled into a war with Russia, we get entangled into a war 

which we do not know how to win by methods of conventional warf are ~ 

imiting ourselves to moral.:cy acceptable methods o.f warf'are, we might 

we might be in danger of losing the war. The arguments that permitted 

us to u~e atomic bombs against Hiroshima and Nagasaki will permit us to 

exterminate all Russians by detonating A-bombs ~t of' the Iron Curtain. 

Because we might lose the war and because the Russians might 4o to us what 

. ~ .1. 
we might do to them, we prearb~/ uave a better case for using radio-

~ 

active dust again t Russia than ~using strategic bombing 

against Japan. llar_ao.:'ite-r, -th stepo-..o waging war agains t inhabitants o'f 

er 
of a country, is a small step than the step we had alreaey made during the 

last war when, for the first time in history, we found it acceptable to 

kill the inhabitants of whole cities. 

mbs which has b 

• 

all this in mind if we wish to 

ts toda~o try t 

l abor ate\. the 

n decreed by th President • 

understand 

' . 
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Who will ~e crucial moment remind the fresident of the United 
' States that the Poles will be killed together with the Russians and 

that the Poles were our allies who, through no fault of theirs, were 

captured in the Russian orbit. Will it not be regarded as tactless to 

mention this fact in public and those who happen to have the President's 

ear at the crucial time, will the,y not feel that they must not increase 

things on his 

speaking of the Poles when he has so many more important 

. - ../~~~~/~ l_ 
nun<9~ ·~ -.t1t+ ~ ~~~ ~l"'-

his burden by 

And if Russia invaded France, Belgium, and Holland at the beginning 

of the war and established Communist Governments in those countries 
~ ' 

as ~ undoubtedly would, xiii and if we have no other choice but to 

detonate our ~bombs east of the European coast line in the Atlantic, 

how long would it take us until we would f orget that France, Belgium, 
a-,e_ 

and Holland had been our allies and ~ our friends? Would we not 
IMI~~#~ 

argue that it is bettwe to use our ~bombs~~~ur friends 

will perishJ than to procrastinate and wait until the atomic war reaches 

a fury that will endanger the life of everyone on the Northern Hemispheret 

Just as we can detonate our b(bomb in the Atlantic off the west coast 

of Ewrope, so can the Russians detonate their 4-bomb in the Paclfi~ off 

our coast. Is it not better, so people 

in Europe and Russia perish bpt the rest of the world survive 

the danger of a radio-active attack on our own country that will force 

us to counter attack Europe a~way and leave us little time to wait for 

favorable weather conditions so that we migh~ced to ki:U. the ~ 
~~~ 

Chinese along with the ussians py detonating our ir(.-bombjwnen part of ,....,._,l-.),.,. ( . 
the · ust will be carried ac oss Russia and settle down over 

:])¥. ~,I 
Chill6\? \~ t is ~ o wr arguments will be. 

If 
They will be very good arguments. And in wart;tme, the::v ,.,.;P · ··.,.,dstlb.le '' 
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As a result of the various utterances , some of them by 

men who are in the know, others by men who wri~e on the basis 

of plans , leaks , or , hearsay , the picture that has been developed 

before th1eyes of the American public is as follows: 

VVe may expect within one year to h ave art h - bomb ·:i-n which 

unlimited quarttities of some naturally occurring lignt element 

can be detonated . A practical size for such a bomb may be one 

which has an explosive· power of about a thousand time,~ larger 

than the Nagasaki b9mb md may therefore destroy by blast about 

300 square-miles . We ought ~o be able to produce such bombs 

at no great expense and in case of war with Russia~we should 

be in a position- to retalliate by dropping such bombs over 

Russian cities . An area destroyed by the blast by such a bomb 

will remain radio - active for a long time to come and caL!l'fo- oe 

inhabited. The picture conveyed by the 
1 

above lines appears to 

be that which exists in the minds of the best informed people 

who read the newsp.apers dilligently , who have neither access to 

se cret information no :U go through the process -Of simple computation 

to which an elementary knqwledge of nuclear physics ·would enable 

any graduate student of physics in any of our leading Universities . 

This picture is danger~usly misleadin~ on the one hand it· represents 

as an a ctual reality s omething that is at best a v~ry likel y poss i

bility at a few year distanc e , and on the otner hand, it 'doesn ' t 

do at ·all justice to the real issue of livhich the h - bomb has be come 

the symbol of the scienfi fic community . 

Among the natura.lly oc curring ligb.t elements , heavy hydrogen 

is the obvious choice for . a thermal nuclear reaction . There are 

two questions which immediately pose themselves to the 'Student 

of physics . Fi rst , is it ·oossible unaer sui table conditions 

• 
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to utilize heavy hydrogen in a thermal nuclear reaction in an ... 
atomic bomb in which the amount of h e avy hydrogen that is 

detonated is limited ; and second, would a thermal nuclear reaction 

started in heavy hudrogen propagate in heavy hydrogen so that 

the magnitude of the explosion would be limited only by the 
' 

amount of heavy hydrogen that is assembled. In the fol~owing 

I shall disregard the first two of these questions and focus 

the attention on the second ones ~ which must have pursued many 
' 

physicists in their nightmares. Wbether or not such an uhlimited 
' ' 

. . 
explosion in heavy hydDogen can be set up is not an easy question 

to , decid~ and by making first measurements and computations , it is 

probably im~"~ossible to arrive at the correct preduction with 
' 

certainty. One might pe,rhaps arrive at some subjective pred1il.ction 

on the basis of which one might be pressed to say that it is as 

likely as not, or that it is more lik~ly than not that a 

unlimited ~-bomb can be produced. This would be known 
~ 

as certainty only when such a pomb has been detonated, and I run 

very much inclined to doubt that the columnists that sata we shall 

_ test such a bomb within a year knew what . they were tal~ing about . 

The peril which exists in bombs such as this represents for mankind 

can be easily computed by anyone who is ,c'apable of maintaining his 

mental balance when he knows the outcome of his computation may 
I 

sp a~ the doom of mankind . If a heavy hydrogen atom reacts with 
' 

another heavy hydrogen atom, either- am neutron or a proton are 

emitted , ru!d in roufly half . of the cases , the emitted particle 

is a neutron. Both a plutonium bomb and in an unlimited heavy 

hydrogen explos i{IJR, -neutron emission accompanies the liberation 

.o'f ene;rgy . But an h-bomb which is a thousand times more powerful 

than a plutonium bomb emits much more~han a thousand times 

larger numb,er of neutrons . Because of this neutron emission , it 
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is possible to ~~ a plutoniur.1 bomb or an h-bomb in such 

a manner to catch the emitted neutrons by some suitably selected 
a ly 

natural elements and to produce from that natural radio - active 

e:hment that will then be transported by the wind vrestward . 

To make an unlimited h-bomb' is one problem to so lve. To make 

it so as to deliver it deep over enemy territory is another 

problem and one which may ~E not be capable of -solution 

if adequate measures of defence are adopted. In case of war 

with Russia, a situation mi ght easily arrise when the only way 

v1e can win the war vr:tll be to send an h-bomb regulated by 

activity west~ of the iron curtain ~nd allow the prevailing 

winds to transport the radio active material a cross Russian 

territory. The lifetime of the radio active olement would have 

to be chosen so that radio activmty be largE~ly gone by time 

the winds reach our Pacific coast. And in that case, the 
I 

radio activity may be ap~reciably formed _by the radio ma~s 1~ sweeps over China so no casualt~es - in China need to result. ~ 
I think that we can be certain ~ that no American who 

advocated the making of h - bombs or who approved the Prmsident 1 s 

statement a~ter hEX±xz.m~ the issue was made public , 

had in mind this t~Je of warfare . But is it at all certain 

that we will not be forced to this type of vmrfare by the events 

which are out of our control? 

I thiru{ no one wi ll contest that the United States is a 

neace-loving nation. Twice in this century, the United States 

was forced into a war which it entered with the utmost reluctance 

and only after long hesitation. But once the United States-is at 

war , it undergoes a transformation which we have all witnessed 

quring the last war . Before the war, public opinion in the 

United States xxx had unanimously condemned the areal bombing of 
~..result ofJ 

cities with the inevitabl~illing thousands of wqmen and children . 
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President Roosevelt gave exp ression to t~is universal opinion 
when in 1939 ·he solemnly reminded the peligerents in Europe 
of their duty to refrain from waging warfare against the civilian 
population. Yet during the war , without any announcement of 

explanation_, we enga;ged in l a rge scale attacks of jellied gasoline 
bombs , burning and maiming millions of Japanese civilians~ 

This went on for e. number of weeks and months before the American 
public even learned about it, and when very slowly the fact 

there 
penetrated the public conseious , ~x was no large outcry of --protest on the part .of the public . At a time vJh P.n the outcome 
of the war hung no longer in balance , we dropped the atortic 

bombs over Nagasaki and Hiroshima and again there was no 
appreciable public protest . To make matters worse , after the 

P·ot sdam a:ecla:ration and ' prior t':.,;)]}r dropping of the bombs, 
we i-ssued a warning o~~~~ion by bombing~ Japanese '""c"""i"""t'""i""'e_s_, ,.,.;...;.......,...;::;;p=t 

~nami "" twelve of their cities ,~ ~~~en dropped the atomic bomb 

on Hiroshima t~at was not included in that list . There was no 
-

malice inyolved in this act~on which was a result of lac~~~4 J.." ~ . .,.... 't"l-. .l.l ft... h"P- VJ "-.. - ~~ " of eooperatio'n rather than anything else . -Buir~cl{ of COOJ'}eration 
can .te ~~~n~ed upon t~ play a( lar€;drl ~le in ,-7.~--e::a · -.- -·~ p,...,__ ') £,. -:,.')-( ~ ~- ,' J l, ,.. ~~ /ter 
~s~ .t'.u:ture' w.a~ . The argmaeniB y;hich have been 

I 

~dvanced to justify our bombing of Hiroshima at a time when the I 

· war was essentially won , were based on considerations. o_f expediency. , . #u,..-....U· 
It was po i nted out that dropping the ,atomic bombs shortened the . t,~b' . 
was and thereby in the end it saved lives . Perhaps we are more 
suseptivle to such arglunents than are certain other nations because I 

-onece we are in war, we are so anxious to get back 1 ~o peace t i me . ---~-- . 

\. · 

as fa s t as possible . Perhaps being kpeaceloving maKes us more 
· ld be G he thought that we ruthless in war than v1e othcrw1se wou • ) 'l' 

. ' J(. ~ • f · h ake ofwinriing might kill the population of -the- cont1nent , or "G- e s 
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the war will be rejected by Amex•ican public opinion today just 

as the bombing of ci vi,lians was Pejected by public opinion 
• 

before the Second World War . Comp ared to before the . Second 

World vVar , the measures which we adopted towards the civilians 

of Jap an were however no greater departure of human oehavior, 

~han would be the departure of killing the inhabitant s of the 

continent compared to the acc·epted standards of all human behavior 

of the u resent day. In peace time , America is a democracy HNEXN 
-

which has been time tested . But if we compare the American 
an 

~- democracy and~thor one , say the British in war t ime , we see 

• I 

' 
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America is a democracy in which in peacetime the influence 

of the military is very· small , but in wartime, the influence of 

the military becomes inordinately large . This is not so in all 

democracies . In England , for irntance, the influence of the 

military in wartime is kept in check just as much as it is in 

peacetime . 
1
This difference of the roll of the milita;y in the 

two countries is r eflected in the xxmR fact that in the United 

States in wartime , considerations of military expediency very 

often win out over long range conditions suggested by political 

wisdom . · We 1saw an illustration of this in the American- British 

controversy on the issue whether Europe should be invaded across 

the channel or whether our ' exp'edi ti6nary forces should move 

into Europe through the Balkans. The position taken by the 

United States was guided by the cons iderations of bring the 

war as fast as possible to a successful conclusion and this 

consideration of short range military expediency won out ~ve~ 

the political considerations which favorded mn invasion through 

the Balkans . lllho can doubt that in a waP with Russia whi ch 

if it comes will be a life and death struggle , Qt a time when 

many Ylill feel that it is a question of us or they, the outcome 

will ht;mg in balance when we shall suspect the Russians of 
r 

planning to do to us those plans we consider doing to them . 

Military expediency_ will require that we act ·with aispatch. 

Who can ask that it will be argued that by killing the inhabitants 

of Russia , we will. save ±N not only our own ~ives by possibly 

save mankind ·and -that the use of our h - bomb rigged by radio

activity will in the end save lives . It will be regretted 

of course , that the position of OUI" allies in the past war 

who are subjugated against their v1ill vlill perish together 

with the Russians . That is , if we shall at the crucial time 

think of the nolicies at all, and if Russia would have invaded 
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and occupied France, Belg ium., and Holland, cal). we be sure when 

our whole nation vdll be t hreat ened vrith elimination, military 

exped~ency will not force us to detonate our h-bombs somewhere 

in the Atlantic area! we can transport them without much difficuJt y e 
event hough our allies in Western Europ e will p e rish along with 

the Russians . If you thiru~ that all this is exceedingly grusome 

and unlikely to happen because we are a peaceloving nation, 

just ask once whether the ste~which we took during the last 

war were not a greater departure from accepted behavior than 
\ would not be the steps stated above . Starting Trom the principlex 

that it is wrong to wage war against civilians and then waging 

war with jeililied bombs and gasoline bombs aginst Japanese cities 

is that not a bigger step than just going over from killing the 
" 

inhabitants of the cities to killing the whole civilian population 

of a continent . And even if this were not so , ~~za~~~~~ 
I 

:axJXJ.Nruugrua~ will our decision not be taken under a much 

greater s-tress than were the d·ecisions that we took in thewar 

against Japan? In that was , there was no danger ever that we 

shall be defeated and even less that our population might be 

killed by radio- active fumes sweeping across our continent ·from 

h - bombs detonated along the Pacific coast . · This , however , is not 

the only way in which h - bombs can be used . H- bombs , present in 

sufficient quantity and rigged for radio- activity, would make 

us invincible if we possessed them and they would make the 

' Russians invincible if they possessed them, provided we or the 

Russians were determine d in no circrunstanc es to lose a war . 

Whichever government , ours or the Russian , fiRds herself 

threatened with immediate defeat could threaten to detonate 

in its own territory.h- bombs which might be too heavy for 

trans:tf3ortation and the ensuing radio- activity wil _ then within 

a few weeks sweep across the northern hemisphere , killing the . 
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popul ation o'f the enemy as well a s their own papulation. -_ If' 

our governraent were threatened with defeat , she could make such 

a threat and the Russians , disbelieving u s might call our bluff . 

' It the_n might or might not turn out to be a bluff . The same 
. ·• 

might happen th~ othe r way around if we call the Russians ' · 

bluff . The decision to 

arrived at . It will be 

pul~ the trigger will ~ol: ~t democr2.t'·\~~ 

the decision of' a small group of people 

or mer~of just one ~an , a man who might b_e demented..--;The 

Chief- of- Staff , the Secretary of Defense , or the President 

of the United States , the head of the ~olit-Bureau or the 

6o:rmnisar for the Defense . Once we created a situation in 

which the fate of mankind hangs on the decision of one single 

man or a politic.al click that fights fo r i t s l i fe , the continued 

existanc e of manldnd hangs in the bal'ance . 'lien h - bombs, each 

of which would . h ~."("'!'\. . 250 ~ tons oi' heavy hydrogen in i s 

explosion , woul~ ~~oduce radio- activity in an amount Vlhic*ould 

kill every man on the e.arth if it were universally d::hspersed 

throughout the atmosphere . It is perhaps fortunate that the 

exchanges of air masses between the Northern and the Souther n 
· the 

hemispheres is rather slow and that therefore i:h inhabitants 

of the Southern Hemisphere might escape with their lives while 

the inhabitants of the Nonthern Hemisphere might perish if 

h - bombs· rigged i'or activity are detonated 9Y Russian and 

.America , or if such h - bombs are detonated by ono of these 

• two · countries by a government which prefers death to defeat. 

/ 

I 
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